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From the President’s Desk
Breaking News
• Share Night Wed. 10th August: Fine Art Printing with
Stuart Jarman of STUSTYLE PHOTOGRAPHY. See page 2.
• Coﬀee and Critique 10:00 am Tue. 16th August: Join
the horsing around at GO GOURMET for a coﬀee and
lively discussion. See page 2.

• 2016 Queensland Inter-club PDI Competition: This
is a “Club” competition and I want to challenge all our
members to submit their best images in all the subject categories: People,
Nature, Scapes (Landscapes, Seascapes, Urban/City or Other), Lines,
Creative, and Open (Non-A Grade only). Let’s do even better than we did
in the River City Print Comp — Let’s be the champions!
The closing date for selection of your entries is Club Night, Wed. 24th
August, 2016. Details page 3.
• CCG Camera Capers 08:00 am Sun. 28th August: This popular and
challenging outing with your camera is on again with a new list of
photographic subjects by Keven Hyde. You get just one shot to capture each
subject. A great way to expand your knowledge of the technicalities of your
camera and capturing a speciﬁc subject. Add your name to the list in our
outings book or contact Keven for details.
Location: Leach Park, Golden Beach (at the end of Short St.)
Link to location on Google Maps.

Wendy Geddes
0438 526 795
wgeddes.o6@bigpond.com

External Comp. Coordinator
Lara Irvine
0423 517 608
lara_irvine@hotmail.com

Newsletter Editor
Ed Anderson
0447 801 290
ed4444@bigpond.com

Events Coordinator
Ann Bryan
5476 2046
abryan@bigpond.net.au

Committee Members
Les Nicolas
0439 743 200
nicko21244@bigpond.com
John Roberts
0438 148 447
john.rob999@gmail.com
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Coffee and Critique
Tuesday 16th August at 10:00 am
GO GOURMET, Little Mountain Central, 9/65 Pierce Ave., Little Mountain

A

mid a bit of horsing around, there’s plenty of useful criticism and ideas to be had at our
monthly Coﬀee and Critique gatherings.
If you have some ideas, or questions, or want some advice on a particular problem, then
these informal meetings provide the perfect forum. Come along for a chat over coﬀee, tea,
or a snack, and bring along a printed image to join in a friendly discussion on all things
photographic—or whatever else comes to mind.
The opportunity to show your images, to follow up on questions that might arise, as well
as hear constructive and friendly critiques on pieces of work is a good way to improve your
appreciation of photography. GO GOURMET also serves meals and features a range of food,
decor, and fashion accessory items for sale.
Link to location on Google Maps.

Share Night
Wednesday, 10th August, 2016.

Fine Art Printing with Stuart Jarman

S

tuart Jarman is the owner of STUSTYLE PHOTOGRAPHY & FINE ART PRINTING in Beerwah. He specialises in
imaginative portraiture and oﬀers full-service, high-quality, and archival Fine Art Printing.
Complete colour management combined with the ﬁnest papers and a state-of-the-art, large-format Epson
printer ensures excellent results. Link: http://www.stustyle.com/
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News and Current Affairs
2016 Queensland Inter-club PDI Competition

A

ll Queensland Metropolitan clubs aﬃliated with PSQ are invited to participate in the
2016 QLD Inter-club Projected Digital Images Competition hosted by Gold Coast
Photographic Society.
While the closing date for this club-entry competition is 1st September, 2016, the special
subject this year is “Triptych”, which was also the CCG set subject for June. Please note that
the other Inter-club subjects are: People, Nature, Scapes (Landscapes, Seascapes, Urban/
City or Other), Lines, Creative, and Open (Non-A Grade only), so get to work on those
images. Beware, the colour space mandated for the Inter-club competition is sRGB.
The closing date for selection of CCG Inter-club entries is 24th August, 2016.
For basic entry rules, and subject deﬁnitions, see: Details, Page 12.

Razza Images 2017 Vietnam and Cambodia Tour
www.razzaimages.com

ABN 38 251 353 790

Razza Images proudly announces its 2017 photography tour to

V ietnam and Cambodia
This 17 day tour to Vietnam and Cambodia in March 2017 combines the hidden
charm of Vietnam and the mystical treasures of Cambodia with a unique
opportunity to experience the natural beauty and traditional lifestyle found
throughout the Mekong Delta.
Register your expression of interest now:
Contact Ralph Brown on 0400 046 476 for further details.
Great value for money with many inclusions!
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Commentary
Uploading Awarded Print Images to CCG Website

A

ll monthly competition images awarded an Honour, Merit, or Highly Commended are eligible for
publication on the CCG website. Peter Surguy is our Webmaster and he has created a speciﬁc email address
for submission of print images: webmaster@caloundracameragroup.org To submit your print images, it is critical
that you follow the Webmaster’s rules exactly. Images that don’t conform to the following required speciﬁcations
may be rejected.

Webmaster’s Rules
• Do not submit DPIs, the Coordinator does that.

• Add text within the image including your name, image title,
and award. Don’t include grade or section/subject
• Convert the image to JPEG ﬁle format and resize to 1440 px
maximum horizontal and 1080 px maximum vertical.
• Rename the ﬁle according to the DPI entry convention (see
DPI ﬁle name) except replace your club number with a single

digit identifying the award: 1 = Honour, 2 = Merit, 3 = HC.
For example: OBJul-2-ForestGlade.jpg for a B-grade entry
in Open Prints awarded a Merit.

• NOTE: The ﬁle name must be precisely correct or it will be
rejected by the automated upload system.

• Email images to webmaster@caloundracameragroup.org
(no-one else) by the Sunday following club night.
• If you’re not at club night, line up a friend to inform you of
your awarded print images.

Submitting Print Honours Images to the Newsletter

T

he maker and title of all awarded images in monthly competition are listed in the Competition Results
section of our newsletter, COASTAL EXPOSURES. However, only images awarded an Honour are published.
Immediately following Club Night, the Newsletter Editor will email those members who have received an
Honour for a print image requesting that you reply with an attached JPEG version for publication. The required
speciﬁcations for the image are as follows:
Maximum dimensions: 1440 px × 1080 px.
Resolution: As for printing (doesn’t matter).
Colour space: As for printing (Adobe RGB 1998 or CMYK work best).
No title within the image (captions are added by the editor).
File name: Include the title for identiﬁcation.
Do not submit awarded DPI images, the Coordinator does that.
The deadline for all Newsletter submissions is 08:00 am on the Sunday following Club Night.

Mooted Limit on File Size of CCG DPI Entries

O

ne consequence of increasing the maximum dimensions of DPI entries from 1024 × 768 px to 1440 ×
1080 px is an increase in ﬁle size (approximately 198% for an uncompressed image). This has signiﬁcantly
aﬀected the transmission of images to judges and general handling internally.
To address this issue, the CCG Committee has proposed limiting the ﬁle size of submitted JPEG images to 2
megabytes, commencing in 2017.
Unfortunately, the size of uncompressed image ﬁles “is governed by the iron laws of arithmetic”; thus a 1440 ×
1080 px (8-bit, RGB) image, before compression, has an irrefutable size of 1440 × 1080 × 3 = 4,665,600 bytes or
approximately 4.45 MB (try it for yourself with a blank, single-layer, image in Photoshop). Fortunately, in most
cases, JPEG compression can reduce this to less than 2MB with a “Quality” setting not less than about 80% (it
depends on the complexity of the image). In rare cases compression may introduce “JPEG artifacts” (darker/
lighter random patterns surrounding isolated components) or “banding” (noticeable abrupt colour changes, or
edges, in areas of smooth colour gradients (especially skies). Normally this would only occur for Quality settings
signiﬁcantly below about 70%.
Comments and discussion welcome; email the secretary at: secretary@caloundracameragroup.org
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Member Information
2016 Set Subjects and Definitions
MONTH
January

SUBJECT

DEFINITION

Sports Action

February

Colour Red

March

Connected

A Sports Action photographic image should feature as its main point of
interest a sports subject in motion or action. The maker must focus on
capturing a critical moment in any sport activity. The image must be in
sharp focus, however some motion “blur” in part would be acceptable.
Capturing the action at its peak or at a decisive moment is the critical
objective.
The predominant point of interest of the image is the colour RED. For
monochrome the image is to be black and white with the accent colour
of RED. No overall toning.

April

Low Key Portraiture

May

Churches

June

Triptych (Interclub
Special Subject)

July

Bicycles

August

Horse/Horses (Tewantin Horse/Horses, individual or multiple, must dominate the image. For
example: Paddock environment, horse racing, rodeo, pony club events,
Shield Special Subject)

The subject of the image should clearly represent ‘connection’. This may
be physical, emotional or static (things/technology etc.) e.g. connection
between people, animals, plugs /sockets, transportation interchanges etc.
A Low Key study of a person or people. A low key image consists
mainly of dark tones with small areas of white or near white providing
the accents.

An image that depicts a place of worship (may be any faith). The
religious aspect should predominate and it may be either internal or
external.
A set of 3 assembled artistic images connected to each other and should
have a common theme. This could be a story with similar elements,
colours and subject matter. Anything that draws the picture together as
a group.
A bicycle or bicycles must be the main focus of the image. A bicycle is
considered to be two wheeled and pedal powered.
working horses.
A speciﬁc form of altered reality in which the image depicts a scene
from a real or imagined dream. The image should involve surreal or
absurd distortions of reality that convey an emotional impact commonly
associated with the dream state. The image must be composed of the
maker’s own photos and digital manipulation must be the maker’s own
work.
Any image with a predominance or totality of clouds. This must be the
main focus of the image. It is not limited to atmospheric clouds, but
anything that may be considered to be a cloud, (steam etc.). It should
not be an image that falls into the landscape or seascape category.

September

Dreamscape (Altered
Reality)

October

Clouds

November

Nature

Depicts untamed animals/uncultivated plants in their natural habitat;
geology and weather phenomena not produced by man. Manipulation
is limited to minor retouching and must not alter the content of the
original scene.

December

Annual Awards

President’s Trophy: Print only. Subject: “What’s That?”
Don Attree Founder’s Award: DPI Nature image
Robin Simpson Trophy: DPI Australian Landscape
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2016 Competition Rules
Terminology and Definitions
The physical presentation of the image, either PRINT or DIGITAL PROJECTED IMAGE (DPI).
A regular photographic print, mounted, normally on photographic paper.
A digital projected image is normally a JPEG ﬁle displayed on a screen by a digital projector.
Any photograph that is not MONOCHROME. It includes a monochrome photograph that has
been partially toned, or has colour added. (Australian Photographic Society, APS).
Monochrome [from Gk. = “one colour”] Any photograph containing shades of only one colour. If toned, it
must be over the total photograph. Partial toning, or the addition of one extra colour in part of
the image is not acceptable. (APS).
Category
Entries may be submitted in three categories: Colour, Monochrome, and Open.
Grade
Members are assigned to either A or B grade on the basis of a portfolio of images submitted
to the Grading Committee. Grade assignments may be reviewed from time to time. A noncompetitive “Novice” section is available for new or ungraded members to exhibit DPIs or
prints on any subject, colour or monochrome, and receive a critique by the judge.
Subject
The subject, theme, or content of an image. A Set Subject is deﬁned for Colour and
Monochrome categories in each month except December (see also “Competition Subjects”
below).
Size
The physical dimensions of the entry. Units of measurement are pixels for DPIs, millimetres for
prints (including the mount). Size limits are imposed (see also “Entry Procedures” below).
Awards
There are three levels: Honour, Merit, and Highly Commended (see also “Judging” below).
Mode
Print
DPI
Colour

Entry Eligibility
1. Members submitting competition entries must have a grade assignment.
2. Original photographs must be the member’s own work.
3. An image may be entered a second time, provided it was not awarded an Honour or Merit in any previous
CCG competition.
4. There is no restriction on the age of an original image, deﬁned by the date of exposure.
5. In each monthly competition, a member may submit a maximum of two images per category (i.e. a total of 6
DPIs and 6 prints per month).
6. The judge may rule that an entry in the Colour and Monochrome categories is ineligible if it does not
conform to the monthly set subject deﬁnition—or the deﬁnition of monochrome.
7. Entrants must submit DPIs by Email and register prints via the CCG website by the due date, normally one
month in advance of the competition. Due dates are included in the Calendar of Events in each newsletter.
The due date for January entries is usually an exception and is notiﬁed in advance each year.
8. All entries must conform to speciﬁed size and naming conventions (see “Entry Procedures” below).

Competition Subjects
1. The set subject for each month is decided and deﬁned before the beginning of the calendar year. Normally, a
table of set subjects for the year is published in the newsletter as soon as special subjects are settled (e.g. see
“2016 Set Subjects and Deﬁnitions” above). Set subjects are also included in the Calendar of Events in each
newsletter.
2. Special subjects are those which CCG coordinates with the organisers of regional competitions that accept
only club entries (e.g. the annual Interclub, Tewantin Shield, and River City Print competitions), thus
facilitating members’ participation.
3. The Open category has no speciﬁed subject and images may be colour or monochrome.

Judging …
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Judging
1. DPIs are usually sent to an external judge during the month. Prints are “impact judged” on the competition
night. Occasionally, a panel of CCG members may provide “peer judging”—particularly, but not exclusively,
to decide club entries for regional competitions.
2. The number of awards at each level in a category may be decided by the judge and can vary from none to
one, two, or more.
3. Judges normally provide a critique of images that are awarded an Honour, Merit, or Highly Commended.
They will usually provide a critique of a particular entry when requested or answer questions from the
audience. They critique all exhibited entries in the Novice section.
4. Point Scoring: Three points are awarded for an Honour, two points for a Merit, and one point for a Highly
Commended in each category. Points are accumulated throughout the January to November club nights and
the annual winners of each category are presented with awards at our Christmas function.
5. Annual Awards and Trophies: Towards the end of the year, members are invited to submit entries for the
President’s Trophy (category, subject, and deﬁnition chosen by the President), the Don Attree Founder’s
Award (DPI Nature image), and the Robin Simpson Trophy (DPI Australian Landscape). Judging is
completed in December and images are exhibited and awards presented at the Christmas function.

Entry Procedures
1. DPIs must be submitted as JPEG ﬁles (.jpg). File size (kB) is unrestricted, so highest ‘Quality’ setting is
advised. The horizontal dimension must not exceed 1440 pixels while the vertical dimension is limited to 1080
pixels, regardless of the orientation of the image (i.e. landscape, portrait, or square).
2. DPIs must be identiﬁed by their ﬁle name which must adhere strictly to the following naming convention:
DPI File Name

Category/Grade: A, B = Colour; M = Mono; OA, OB = Open; N = Novice
The ﬁrst three letters of the month (e.g. Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, etc.)
Hyphen (not an underscore)
Membership Number
Hyphen (not an underscore)
Your choice of Image Title
JPEG ﬁle type designation

Template: XX X x x - 99999 - Image Title .jpg

Example: OBAu g - 67890 - Two Colts .jpg

Note: There must be no spaces in the
ﬁle name, except in the image title.

3. To submit your DPIs, attach them to an email addressed to the DPI Coordinator at ccgdpi@gmail.com and
ensure that they are received by the due date.
4. Prints must be mounted or blocked (a blocking print is a photo mounted directly on a board of suitable
material without a surrounding mount or frame). The overall dimensions of a mounted or blocked entry must
not exceed 500 mm by 400 mm. Minimum overall size limits of 150 mm by 100 mm also apply.
5. Prints, excluding Novice entries, must be registered by the due date via the CCG website at
http://www.caloundracameragroup.org/print-registration.html Complete the form for each print.
6. Prints must be identiﬁed with the following information on the reverse side—conventionally in the top left
corner: Category (Colour Print, Mono Print, Open Print, Novice), Grade, Month and Year, Maker’s Name,
Image Title. For example: Colour Print, B Grade, August 2016, Ansel Adamson, “The Stallion” (or Novice,
Edward Windsor, “My Mum’s Horse”).
7. Bring your prints to the monthly meeting and hand them to the Print Coordinator who will verify the details
before adding them to the exhibition.
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Competition Results
All awarded images can be viewed on our website at www.caloundracameragroup.org

July 2016
Set Subject: Bicycles
Judge: John Marshall

PRINT PRINT PRINT PRINT PRINT PRINT

Print - Colour - A Grade

HONOUR
Ray White: “Emma Jackson, Olympic
Champion”
MERIT
Jane Weir: “Parked”
Ray White: “Penny Farthing Bike”
HIGHLY COMMENDED
(Not awarded)

Emma Jackson, Olympic Champion

Print - Colour - B Grade

HONOUR
Bruce Richardson: “On your bike”
MERIT
Lorraine Brace: “Peddle Power”
HIGHLY COMMENDED
Lara Irvine: “Dawn Ride”
Michelle Page: “All in a Row”

On your bike

Print - Monochrome

HONOUR
Jane Weir: “Taxi Anyone?”
MERIT
(Not awarded)

HIGHLY COMMENDED
David Bryan: “Police Bike”
Taxi Anyone?
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July 2016
Set Subject: Bicycles

DPI DPI DPI DPI PI DPI DPI DPI DPI DPI DPI DPI

DPI - Colour - A Grade

HONOUR
David Bryan: “Tandem”

MERIT
Wendy Geddes: “Keeping Things Moving”
Rhonda Reynolds: “Taking a Break”
HIGHLY COMMENDED
Ralph Brown: “Motoring”
Keven Hyde: “The Oxford Bike”
Maria Noonan: “BMX”
Maria Noonan: “The Bike”
Annette Scott: “Uphill Battle”

Tandem

DPI - Colour - B Grade

HONOUR
Gary Taylor: “Time Trial”
MERIT
(Not awarded)

HIGHLY COMMENDED
Lorraine Brace: “Morning Coﬀee at
Cotton Tree”

Time Trial

DPI - Monochrome

HONOUR
(Not awarded)

MERIT
Ralph Brown: “Focussed”

HIGHLY COMMENDED
Lorraine Brace: “Fish and Chips on the
Beach”
Ralph Brown: “Transition”
David Bryan: “Bike Rack”
Keven Hyde: “London Bikes”
Maria Noonan: “Barbie”
Maria Noonan: “Penny Farthing”
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July 2016

PRINT PRINT PRINT

Print - Open - A Grade

HONOUR
Murray Weir: “Winter Spawn”

MERIT
Jane Weir: “Moored for the Night”
Ray White: “Montville Chapel”

HIGHLY COMMENDED
Ed Anderson: “Reﬂecting on Patterns”
Winter Spawn

Print - Open - B Grade

HONOUR
Ann Bryan: “The Path to the Gate”
MERIT
Ann Bryan: “The Aeroplane”
Bruce Richardson: “Out in the Jag”
HIGHLY COMMENDED
(Not awarded)

DPI DPI DPI DPI DPI DPI

DPI - Open - A Grade

The Path to the Gate

HONOUR
David Bryan: “Norway”
Keven Hyde: “Around the Buoy”

MERIT
Ed Anderson: “Carstensz Glacier, West
Papua”

HIGHLY COMMENDED
David Bryan: “Boobook Owl”
Wendy Geddes: “Tourist”
Keven Hyde: “St Agnes Church”
Maria Noonan: “Purple Burst”
Maria Noonan: “Soon”
Annette Scott: “Sun Flower Sweetness”

Norway

DPI - Open - B Grade

HONOUR
(Not awarded)
MERIT
(Not awarded)

Around the Buoy

HIGHLY COMMENDED
Ann Bryan: “The Windsurfer”
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Image Of The Month
David Bryan: “Norway”
Colour DPI, Open, A-Grade.

Judge’s Comments
Well composed. An interesting sky, the clouds add drama.
I think this is the most beautiful landscape I’ve seen.
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2016 Calendars
2016 Calendar of CCG Meetings
MONTH
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

DAY MEETING DETAILS
20
27
10
17
24
9
16
23
13
20
27
11
18
25
8
15
22
13
20
27
10
17
24
14
21
28
12
19
26
9
16
23
10

Committee
Club Night
Share Night
Committee
Club Night
Share Night
Committee
Club Night
Share Night
Committee
Club Night
Share Night
Committee
Club Night
Share Night
Committee
Club Night
Share Night
Committee
Club Night
Share Night
Committee
Club Night
Share Night
Committee
Club Night
Share Night
Committee
Club Night
Share Night
Committee
Club Night
Christmas
Function

5:30 pm at Caloundra Gardens.
Sports Action. Due date: 30 Dec 2014
Low Key Portraiture with Richie Johnson (at clubhouse).
5:30 pm at Caloundra Gardens.
Colour Red. Due date: 27 Jan.
Panel Discussion on Images with Three Judges
5:30 pm at Caloundra Gardens.
Connected. Due date: 24 Feb.
Creating Altered Reality with Glenn Rossiter
5:30 pm at Caloundra Gardens.
Portraiture – Low Key. Due date: 23 Mar.
iPhone Photography with Phillipa Frederiksen
5:30 pm at Caloundra Gardens.
Churches. Due date: 27 Apr.
Dreamscapes with Warren Vievers
5:30 pm at Caloundra Gardens.
Triptych (Interclub Subject). Due date: 25 May.
Tips and Tricks with various members
5:30 pm at Caloundra Gardens.
Bicycles. Due date: 22 Jun.
Fine Art Printing with Stuart Jarman
5:30 pm at Caloundra Gardens.
Horse or Horses (Tewantin Shield subject). Due date: 27 Jul.
Travelogue: “Be Prepared!” with Ann and David Bryan
5:30 pm at Caloundra Gardens.
Dreamscape (Altered Reality). Due date: 24 Aug.
2017 Set Subjects and Deﬁnitions (by those responsible for them)
5:30 pm at Caloundra Gardens.
Clouds. Due date: 28 Sep.
Travel and Nature Photography with Phil and Annette Wood
5:30 pm at Caloundra Gardens.
Nature. Due date: 26 Oct.
Christmas Celebration and Annual Awards:
Don Attree Founder’s Award: DPI Nature.
Robin Simpson Trophy: DPI Australian Landscape.
Presidents’s Trophy: “What’s That?” (Max. 2 prints).
Due date (all above): 23 Nov.

Schedule: Share Night: 2nd Wednesday of the month. Arrive 7:00 pm for 7:30 pm start.
Club Night (Competitions): 4th Wednesday of the month. Arrive 7:00 pm for 7:30 pm start.
Both held at Caloundra District Indoor Bowling Association Annex, Bourke St, Caloundra.
Committee Meeting: 3rd Wednesday of the month. 5:30 pm at Caloundra Gardens.
Coﬀee and Critique: 10:00 am, Tuesday of the week following Share Night at GO GOURM ET.
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2016 Calendar of Other Competitions
MONTH
August–
September

COMPETITION DETAILS
Queensland
Inter-club PDI
Competition.
Host: Gold Coast
Photographic Society

Scope: Qld. Metropolitan Clubs; Club entry. Mode: Digital.
Subjects: People, Nature, Scapes (Landscapes, Seascapes, Urban/City or
Other), Lines, Creative, Triptych, Open (B Grade only).
Format: JPEG, 1400 px max. × 1050 px max.
Colour space: sRGB
Maximum number of entries: 21 per club, 3 per subject/maker.
CCG Selection Closing Date: Thu. 24th August, 2016.
Judging: 8:30 am, Sat. 10th September, 2016 at Worongary.

Interclub Definitions
Nature: The FIAP Nature Deﬁnition as used by PSQ and APS.
nat-exhib/nature

See: http://www.a-p-s.org.au/index.php/exhibition/aps-

Lines: Lines come in many ﬂavours and just as many ways to create them. Lines can be thick, thin, plain, single, contour,
broken, continuous, curved or straight. Consider the composition when compiling the image.

Triptych: A set of 3 assembled artistic

images connected to each other and should have a common theme. This could be
a story with similar elements, colours and subject matter. Anything that draws the picture together as a group.

Creative: Creative or experimental photographs display a novel eﬀect because of an unusual combination of objects
and /or unusual viewpoint. Photographs in which the images have been modiﬁed during or after exposure by using an
experimental technique are also eligible. All aspects of the image have to have been taken by the maker.
Scapes:
Landscape: A picture featuring the natural scenery of the terrain.
included but should not dominate the scene.

Seascape: A picture in which the sea or waves predominate.

should not dominate the subject.

A tree or trees, people or buildings may be

Coastal features or the shoreline may be included but

Urbanscape: A picture which includes as its main subject matter an area of high or medium building density or an
aspect of life associated with such an area.

People/Portraits: A photograph of a person or persons that may range from a head shot to a full length study.
section includes both candid photography and formal portraits.

This

Open (Non-A Grade, Novice): There are no restrictions or deﬁnition. Selection of subject is up to the maker.

October–
November

Tewantin Shield.
Host: Nambour
Photography Group.

November–
December

2016 CCG President’s Scope: Caloundra Camera Group; Individual entry. Mode: Print.
Subject: “What’s That?”
Trophy

Scope: Southern Queensland clubs; Club entry. Mode: Digital.
Subjects: People, Pictorial, Nature, Horse or Horses.
Format: JPEG, 1620 px max. × 1080 px max.
Colour space: sRGB
Maximum number of entries: 20 per club, 5 per subject.
CCG Selection Closing Date: Thu. 27th October, 2016.
Judging: Sat. 19th November, 2016 at Nambour.

Format: Mounted print, max. 500 × 400 mm, min. 150 × 100 mm.
Maximum number of entries: 2.
Closing Date: Club Night, Wed. 23rd November, 2016.
Judging: CCG Christmas Function, Sat. 10th December, 2016.

President’s Trophy Definition
“What’s That?”: Images that astonish, delight or amaze; that are eye catching and make the viewer look twice.

Predominantly abstract, the subject should leave the viewer guessing twice about the subject and compelled to keep studying
the image. The images may be of the unusual, odd, unique or rare; or of something not seen in everyday life. Images should
be in good taste.
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2016 Calendar of Other Events
MONTH
August

DATE

EVENT

DETAILS

08:00 am, Sun. 28th

CCG Camera Capers

Leach Park, Golden Beach

15 days/14 nights

Razza Images Sri Lanka Tour
with Ralph Brown

Wed. 12th – Sun. 16th

APSCON 2016, Adelaide

www.razzaimages.com
Contact Ralph Brown on
0400 046 476.
http://www.a-p-s.org.au/index.
php/apscon-2016-adelaide

March
2017

17 days. (Contact
Ralph for dates.)

Razza Images Vietnam &
www.razzaimages.com
Cambodia Photography Tour Contact Ralph Brown on
with Ralph Brown
0400 046 476.

Reminder:

08:00 am Sunday
following Club Night

Deadline for submission of
all material for Newsletter
Publication.

October

Closing Date:
5:00 pm, Wed. 3rd

2016 Sunshine Coast
Details: https://www.
Environment Photography sunshinecoast.qld.gov.au/
Awards
envirophotoawards

Contact Newsletter Editor.

DreamscapeDreamscapeDreamscapeDre
September Set Subject
amscapeDreamscapeDreamscapeDreams
capeDreamscapeDreamscapeDreamscape
DreamscapeDreamscapeDreamscapeDre
amscapeDreamscapeDreamscapeDreams
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Due 24 August.
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